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House Resolution 1665
By: Representatives Barr of the 103rd, Hawkins of the 27th, Dubnik of the 29th, Dunahoo of
the 30th, Pruett of the 149th, and others

A RESOLUTION

1

Commending Jonathan S. Ross; and for other purposes.

2

WHEREAS, a gifted graduate of Ross Homeschool Academy, Jonathan S. Ross is currently

3

pursuing a Bachelor of Science in business administration at Thomas Edison State University

4

in Trenton, New Jersey; and

5

WHEREAS, while attending Ross Homeschool Academy, Jonathan was simultaneously dual

6

enrolled at Toccoa Falls College and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University; and

7

WHEREAS, he has also earned a welding certification from Lanier Technical College and

8

completed six years of construction training with Patriot Construction, where he has learned

9

the core competencies of business administration; and

10

WHEREAS, a dedicated and active member of the community, Jonathan has served as an

11

American youth representative in Ukraine, where he worked with youth and aided in

12

community service projects; and

13

WHEREAS, he aspires to own a construction company based in northeast Georgia, using it

14

as a platform to invest in the lives of those in need both locally and around the world; and

15

WHEREAS, Jonathan has personified the selfless dedication, mental agility, verbal

16

adroitness, and personal maturity necessary for superlative academic performance; and

17

WHEREAS, a proper quality education for the young people of this state is the single most

18

important objective of the General Assembly, and Jonathan has shown by academic

19

accomplishment that the pursuit and attainment of scholastic success are within the reach of

20

the students in this state; and
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21

WHEREAS, the State of Georgia looks with great anticipation toward the future of this

22

bright and promising young citizen.

23

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that

24

the members of this body heartily commend Jonathan S. Ross for his superlative academic

25

performance and express their most sincere best wishes for continued success.

26

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized

27

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to

28

Jonathan S. Ross.
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